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sprint's new chromebook pro, the company's first foray into the smartphone world, is a beautiful,
solidly built machine with a 13-inch full-hd display, a 2,560-by-1,920-pixel resolution, and a thin
profile that weighs only 2.6 pounds and measures less than 8.9 inches thin. (at 5.88 inches tall, it is
also the lightest of the five models we tested.) you get a choice of either a 32gb or 64gb emmc-
based solid-state drive, or you can opt for the 128gb ssd. all five devices have a microsd card reader
for expanding storage capacity. the pro is based on the same seventh-generation intel core i5
processor and 4gb of ram as the new dell xps 13 and acer chromebook spin 5, but comes equipped
with a discrete graphics chip, and sports a larger 3440-by-2160-pixel ips display. starting at $299.99
for the 32gb version, the pro is one of the most affordable chromebooks we've ever tested. it's
available for purchase starting at www.sprint.com. in terms of looks, the dell xps 13 is the best-
looking chromebook of the bunch. it may not be the best chromebook, but it's no worse than the
other three. the top chromebooks come with discrete graphics chips and ips displays, but if you have
the kind of money that lets you buy a really good chromebook, you'll need to go all the way. at
$999.99, the xps 13 is one of the most expensive. 14-inch mobile panels are only half the story, and
the 3-in-1 trend is helping to make a bigger impact. hp's spectre 13, as we saw in our review of the
last-generation model, is an impressive convertible that's great for work and fun, but it's expensive
and bulky for everyday use. the new model is smaller, lighter, and more affordable, but it's a close
relative to last year's model.
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lenovo's k5 chromebook is a 14-inch convertibledesigned for budget-conscious consumers. it's a bit
bigger and heavier than most chromebooks, but the k5 chromebook does come with a backlit

keyboard. it can't make use of a usb-c power adapter, however, but instead uses two included usb-a
ports and a micro-hdmi port. the k5 chromebook does not have a memory card reader, but there is a
microsd port for adding storage. since this chromebook only comes with 4gb of memory, users will

have to be careful about not overloading it with apps, games, and other files. the k5 chromebook has
a 1366 x 768 touchscreen. the acer spin 11 is a popular chromebook. the 11-inch model is currently

sold for as low as $179.99, with a price range of $179.99 to $249.99 depending on which
configuration you purchase. the acer spin 11 is also one of the cheapest chromebooks on the market
with a 2-year warranty. a few models have battery life that should hold up during a full workday. the
standard chromebook battery life is just under 10 hours, which is acceptable, though you won't have

as long to enjoy the bright, crisp display as with a windows or android laptop. still, you can usually
perform standard tasks all day. you can charge the battery during breaks, and there's a usb-c port

that can be used to charge a mobile device or plug a mouse in for a few hours. the new
chromebooks are also thin and light, and most have an excellent display. the on-screen keyboard is
slightly cramped, but if you have large fingers, you can get by just fine with it. the keyboard is also

backlit, which is a major perk for those who need to get work done at night. 5ec8ef588b
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